The ultimate eco-friendly
disposable curtain
The disposable curtain is hygienic, efficient and now has
minimal plastic waste making it the world’s most
environmentally friendly curtain for hospitals.

Less
plastic

Less
waste

Less
energy

Small change,
big impact

The new patent-pending design removes
the surplus plastic eyelet and instead has
a single hook hollow for firmly attaching
the curtain. This may seem like a small
change but in fact, it saves up to 100
grams of plastic per curtain!
Made from a lightweight yet durable
polypropylene and avoiding the use of
unnecessary plastic parts, makes the
curtain 100% recyclable.

Call 029 2081 1458 or email sales@swanmac.com or visit our website www.swanmac.com

Hook for life

A disposable curtain comes as standard with
hook hollows which allow for a quick and easy
fit onto any existing cubicle track gliders or
roller hooks at any point on the track.
Need stalks? The curtain can be supplied with
fitted reusable hooks which are uniquely designed
to stand upright for easy load and glide onto your
existing track.
Need a bespoke curtain to fit any existing cubicle
track? Benefit from disposable
curtains made in our UK
factory and to your
requirements - Contact
us for more details.

Made in the UK

Support great UK manufacturing – stop relying on overseas producers, enjoy
quicker turnaround times, reduced carbon footprint and lower costs.

3 Flame-retardant
to BS5867 Part 2 Type C
3 Durasafe accredited for
quality and performance
3 Hooks suit all types
of track
3 Permanently pleated
for easy handling
3 No laundry or
maintenance costs
3 Self-auditing label
3 5 curtains per box

Sizes and colours

Colours on request include:

The 110gsm polypropylene
curtain 7500mm x 2000mm
comes as standard in:

Other sizes including half sizes
and further colours are
available on request.

Sky Blue

Light Blue

Cream

Mint

Light Grey

White

Latte

Pink

Summer
Blue

For a greener NHS, find out more today.
YewdaleHarrier® curtains are the only approved disposable curtains for YewdaleMovatrack® cubicle tracks. Failure to use an approved curtain with
YewdaleMovatrack® will result in the lifetime warranty of the tracking being void.

Call 029 2081 1458 or email sales@swanmac.com or visit our website www.swanmac.com

